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every day we move and cover many kilometres.

for this reason, our feet and calves are exposed to 
various stimuli, making them more tired, swollen, 
and sore. we must take care of our feet’ comfort be-
cause they have to serve us all our lives.

we are offering effective ways to support them.

Our main goal is customer care, functionality, and 
comfort of using our products while walking.

shoe insoles can be used by anyone, regardless of 
age, gender, or physical activity. They create pro-
tection and therefore protect the feet. The aware-
ness of the need to wear insoles is steadily incre-
asing, and value for aesthetic and hygiene is also 
developing.
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With us, you will be comfortable, warm, and safe!

everyone will find something for themselves in our offer. We offer:

Get to 
know our p

roducts!

Leather insoles Year-round insoles Winter insoles Insoles for children

Accessories and cosmetics

leAther eVerY DAY Winter KiDS

CosmetiCs and aCCessories

Our offer includes insoles made of natural, vegetable-
-tanned leather as well as airy and distancing fabrics. 
in addition, they contain natural aromas that absorb 
unpleasant odours and reduce foot sweating. latex 
foam perfectly cushions and stabilizes the foot’s con-
tact with the ground.

Remember that the choice of footwear in which we 
spend most of the day is crucial. There are as many 
types of feet as human faces, so choosing the right 
insole is extremely important. it must bring your feet 
comfort and satisfaction of use. we should also re-
member our shoes, which are a protective shield for 
our feet. They also need care and nutrition in the form 
of creams, polishes, or accessories to maintain their 
proper condition.



leather insoles / leAther
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leather insoles / leAther

  Leder pekari  
insoles made of high-quality natural leather

Comfortable, two-layer insoles made of high-quality natural leath-
er and latex foam. Natural leather drains excess moisture away, 
ensuring proper breathing for the feet. The latex foam forming the 
insole’s bottom contains fibre enriched with active carbon, which 
perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all unpleasant odours. The 
insoles perfectly adhere to the bottom of the shoes and protect 
the feet against chafing. They balance the load on the sole, giv-
ing a feeling of comfort while walking. They are recommended for 
elegant formal shoes and derby shoes.

Leder White / bLaCk      
Leather insoles on latex

Comfortable, two-layer insoles made from natural leather and 
soft latex foam. Natural leather drains excess moisture away, en-
suring proper breathing and comfort for the feet. The latex foam 
forming the insole’s bottom contains fibre enriched with active 
carbon, which perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all unpleas-
ant odours. The insoles prevent chafing and provide a feeling of 
freshness, even after long-term use. They are recommended for 
elegant formal shoes and derby shoes.

44
1110C

47
1113C

46
1112C

35
1101C

38
1104C

40
1106C

37
1103C

39
1105C

36
1102C

41
1107C

43
1109C

42
1108C

45
1111C

1. high-quality natural vegetable tanned leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

1. natural leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

35/36
1151C Bl

37/38
1152C Bl

39/40
1153C Bl

43/44
1155C Bl

45/46
1156C Bl

41/42
1154C Bl

35/36
1161C Wh

37/38
1162C Wh

39/40
1163C Wh

43/44
1165C Wh

45/46
1166C Wh

41/42
1164C Wh

BLACK

WhITe

1. 2.

1. 2.

35/36
1001C

41/42
1004C

45/46
1006C

39/40
1003C

43/44
1005C

37/38
1002C

Ru

orto  
prophylactic and orthopaedic insoles for flat feet 
and fallen transverse arches

Three-layer prophylactic insoles made of high-quality natural 
leather and latex foam with a stabilizing element, correcting flat 
feet and fallen transverse arches.

The latex foam forming the insole’s bottom contains fibre enriched 
with active carbon, which perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all 
unpleasant odours.

A specially moulded stabilizing element ensures that the insole 
does not deform and effectively regulates the foot’s position in the 
shoe while absorbing static and dynamic loads occurring while 
standing or walking. The latex arch support pad continuously 
supports the transverse arch of the foot, and the heel wedge re-
lieves knee and ankle joints, protects the metatarsal muscles, and 
soothes symptoms caused by flat feet.

1. high-quality natural leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

3. stabilizing element

46
1782C

42
1778C

38
1774C

37
1773C

36
1772C

35
1771C

41
1777C

40
1776C

39
1775C

45
1781C

44
1780C

43
1779C

2.3.

1.
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leather insoles / leAther

  UniLeder  
one size leather insoles

Two-layer, perforated insoles made of recycled leather and latex 
foam.
They perfectly adhere to the bottom of the shoe, protecting the 
feet from slipping and chafing, thus improving the comfort of use. 
The latex foam forming the insole’s bottom contains fibre enriched 
with active carbon, which perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all 
unpleasant odours. They provide softness and comfort and also 
absorb loads on the sole. Recommended especially for derby 
shoes and elegant evening shoes.

 

1. recycled leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

1.

2.

one size
1251C

Leder LateX  
natural leather insoles

Two-layer insoles made of natural leather and latex foam. They 
perfectly adhere to the bottom of the shoes, protecting the feet 
against slipping and chafing. Latex foam contains fibre enriched 
with active carbon, which perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all 
unpleasant odours. It balances the loads on the sole, ensuring 
comfort and convenience while walking. We recommend this type 
of insoles for all types of footwear.

1. natural leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

35/36
1761C

37/38
1762C

39/40
1763C

43/44
1765C

45/46
1766C

41/42
1764C

1. 2.

  Leder stiCk  
natural leather insoles

Thin and delicate, single-layer insoles made of natural leather 
protect and refresh the shoe’s damaged lining. Natural leather 
drains excess moisture away, keeping feet fresh and comfortable. 
They adhere perfectly to the inside of the shoes, preventing the 
foot from slipping while walking. They are recommended for all 
types of footwear.

1. natural leather

35/36
1051C

37/38
1052C

39/40
1053C

43/44
1055C

45/46
1056C

41/42
1054C

1.



1.

2.

  heeL / heeL bLaCk  
Leather heel insoles

Two-layer heel insoles made of natural leather and latex foam. 
They are used in diseases of the heel and knee joint. They absorb 
shocks well, significantly reducing the load on the Achilles tendon 
and hip joints when walking. They regulate the heel’s height in the 
shoe to prevent chafing of the heels and shoe pressure. They are 
recommended for all types of enclosed footwear.
 

 

heeL Cork    
Cork heel insoles

Two-layer heel insoles made of high-quality natural leather and 
natural cork. They are used to compensate for the difference in 
foot length and diseases of the heel and knee joint. They absorb 
shocks well, significantly reducing the load on the Achilles tendon 
and hip joints when walking. They regulate the heel’s height in the 
shoe to prevent chafing of the heels and pressure of the shoe. 
They are recommended for all types of enclosed footwear.

1. natural leather

2. latex foam

1. high-quality natural leather

2. natural cork

7

2.1.

for lady black
1414C

for man black
1415C

0,5 cm for lady 
1493C

0,5 cm for man
1494C

1,5 cm s 
1434C

1,5 cm m
1435C

2 cm s 
1437C

2 cm m 
1438C

1,5 cm L
1436C

2 cm L 
1439C

for lady
1401C

for man
1402C

1 cm for lady
1409C

1 cm for man
1400C

leather insoles / leAther

1. high-quality natural leather

2. latex foam

3. heel wedge

35/36
1814C

37/38
1815C

39/40
1816C

43/44
1818C

45/46
1819C

41/42
1817C

pekari heeL       
insoles made of high-quality natural leather 
with a heel wedge

Two-layer insoles made of natural leather and latex foam. They 
perfectly adhere to the bottom of the shoe, protecting the feet 
against slipping and chafing. Latex foam contains fibre enriched 
with active carbon, which perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all 
unpleasant odours. It balances the load on the sole, ensuring 
comfort while walking. We recommend this type of insoles for all 
types of footwear. 1.2.

3.



leather insoles / leAther
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haLF  
half insoles made of high-quality natural leather

Two-layer half insoles made of high-quality natural leather and 
soft latex foam help adjust the footwear to non-standard foot size.
They cushion the perceived discomfort resulting from too thin 
soles or sensitive feet (in the shoe’s front part). Latex foam ef-
fectively absorbs shocks, keeping feet soft and comfortable. Half 
insoles are recommended for all types of enclosed footwear, es-
pecially evening shoes and high heels.

35/36
1071C

39/40
1073C

41/42
1074C

37/38
1072C

1. natural leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

2.

1.

   haLF White / bLaCk     
Leather half insoles

Two-layer half insoles made of genuine leather and soft latex foam 
help adjust the footwear to the foot’s non-standard size. They ab-
sorb the perceived discomfort resulting from a too thin sole or a 
sensitive foot (in the shoe’s front part). Latex foam effectively ab-
sorbs micro-shocks, keeping feet soft and comfortable. half insoles 
are recommended for all types of enclosed footwear, especially 
evening shoes and high heels.

1. natural leather

2. latex foam with activated carbon

35/36
1081C Bl

39/40
1083C Bl

41/42
1084C Bl

37/38
1082C Bl

BLACK

37/38
1092C Wh

41/42
1094C Wh

39/40
1093C Wh

35/36
1091C Wh

WhITe

1. 2.

  Cork  
Cork heel insoles

heel insoles made of natural cork are used to compensate for the 
difference in limb length and heel and knee joint diseases. They 
absorb shocks well, significantly reducing the load on the Achilles 
tendon and hip joints. They regulate the heel’s height in the shoe 
to prevent chafing of the heels and pressure of the shoe. They 
are recommended for all types of enclosed footwear.

1. natural cork

1.

for lady
1491C

for man
1492C



leather insoles / leAther

1. non-slip material  

2. adhesive

anti sLip      
non-slip stickers

Non-slip stickers help eliminate shoes slipping on smooth surfac-
es (ice, tiles, etc.). Perfect for shoes with leather soles.

one size
1431C

1.

2.

1. natural leather

2. latex foam

1.  natural leather with a latex insert

  abs  
non-slip half insoles

Natural leather half insoles prevent the formation of calluses 
around the metatarsophalangeal joint. A shock absorber made 
of latex foam significantly reduces the load on the midfoot. It pro-
tects against abrasions and prevents feet from slipping, provid-
ing stable support in high-heels, flip-flops, and sandals. They are 
designed for all types of footwear.

 

heeL baCk  
Leather heel shields

heel shields made of soft, natural suede leather with a latex in-
sert. They protect the heels and adjust the footwear to the foot. 
They prevent painful rubbing of the heel and shifting the foot 
while walking. They even out the length of the feet, ensuring the 
comfort of use. They are recommended for all types of enclosed 
footwear.

 

1.

2.

one size
1499C

one size
1411C

9

1.
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Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY



Carbon  
Year-round insoles with spacer fabric

Two-layer insoles made of elastic spacer fabric and latex foam en-
riched with active carbon, which perfectly absorbs all unpleasant 
odours. The fabric lining ensures comfort. It also improves air circula-
tion in the shoe, and the layer of latex foam absorbs micro-shocks 
and static and dynamic loads occurring while standing or walking. 
Washing the insoles several times at a temperature not exceeding 
30°C does not change their properties.

1. elastic spacer fabric

2. latex foam with activated carbon

1.

2.
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35/36
1121C

41/42
1124C

45/46
1126C

39/40
1123C

43/44
1125C

37/38
1122C

one size
1301C

Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY

  sportForm
moulded polyurethane foam insole for sports footwear

Three-layer insoles made from specially moulded foam and latex, 
covered with a layer of fabric. Flexible and soft foam with a shock-
absorbing effect prevents micro-shocks guaranteeing comfort for 
your feet. In addition, it contains SANITIZeD, an antibacterial and 
antifungal agent that effectively protects the feet against various 
skin conditions (fungi or algae) and effectively and long-lastingly 
absorbs any unpleasant odours. The insole’s anatomical shape 
with a contoured arch of the foot allows you to alleviate the pains 
caused by overload while walking and playing sports, absorbing 
static and dynamic loads occurring during physical activity. This 
type of insole is suitable for all sports footwear types and for the 
prevention of flat feet.

35/36
1701C

41/42
1704C

45/46
1706C

39/40
1703C

43/44
1705C

37/38
1702C

1. cotton knit fabric 50%, polyester 50%

2. latex foam with saniTiZed agent

3. polyurethane foam, latex arch support pad

1. 2.

3.

masager  
Foot massaging insoles

Two-layer foot massaging insoles made of latex foam covered with 
cotton fabric.
The spherical surface massages the feet, relaxes the tension in the 
legs, significantly improving their circulation. It has a shock-absorb-
ing effect, prevents micro-shocks, ensuring comfort for your feet. 
To ensure the freshness and pleasant smell of the footwear, the 
insoles are soaked in a fresh aroma that permanently eliminates 
any unpleasant odours. Recommended mainly when the feet are 
heavily strained when they are most tired.
They are recommended for overweight people, standing work, or 
in contact with the hard ground if the sole of shoes is thin. Recom-
mended for all types of enclosed footwear.

41/42
1794C

45/46
1796C

43/44
1795C

35/36
1791C

39/40
1793C

37/38
1792C

1. cotton fabric
2. scented latex foam

1. 2.
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Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY

  Fresh daY
thin, perfumed hygienic insoles

Super thin, delicately perfumed insoles made of microfiber that 
absorb moisture and keep feet dry. Refreshing fragrances reduce 
foot odour, ensuring proper foot hygiene every day. A layer of 
non-slip material prevents the insoles from moving while walking. 
They are thin and soft to the touch, making you want to wear them 
all day, even on bare feet. The insoles optimally fit any enclosed 
footwear.

35/36
1861C

41/42
1864C

45/46
1866C

39/40
1863C

43/44
1865C

37/38
1862C

1. orange-scented microfiber fabric

2. non-slip coating  

1.

2.

Frotte  
Year-round active carbon insoles

Two-layer insoles made of airy and absorbent cotton terry cloth, 
ensuring proper sweat drainage into the insoles, and the specially 
moulded flexible latex foam enriched with active carbon. In ad-
dition to softness and comfort, they guarantee the absorption of 
any unpleasant odours. Perfect for all types of footwear, including 
hiking shoes.

  aLoe Vera
Year-round insoles with aloe Vera extract

Insoles made of latex foam containing Aloe Vera extract, which 
soothes the feet’ sensitive skin and acts as a natural anti-inflam-
matory barrier. Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing ef-
fect, prevents micro-shocks, guaranteeing comfort for your feet. 
The perforation ensures perfect air circulation in the shoe, drain-
ing away moisture. The insoles are recommended for all types of 
footwear.

1. cotton terry cloth

2. flexible latex foam 
with activated carbon

1. cotton fabric

2. perforated latex foam 
with aloe vera extract

1.

2.

35/36
1315C

41/42
1318C

45/46
1310C

39/40
1317C

43/44
1319C

37/38
1316C

one size
1311C

white
1201C

black
1204C

one size:

1. 2.

paiRs



LateX aromat  
Universal scented insoles

Two-layer insoles made of soft latex foam covered with a layer of 
cotton fabric. Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, 
prevents micro-shocks, ensuring comfort for your feet. To ensure 
the freshness and pleasant smell of the footwear used, it was 
also soaked in lemon aroma, reducing any unpleasant odours for 
a long time. We recommend them mainly when the feet are under 
heavy load (e.g., for overweight people, standing work, walking 
on tough surfaces, or shoes with a very thin sole). This type of 
insole is suitable for all types of footwear.

1. cotton fabric

2. lemon-scented latex foam

Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY

one size
1211C

1.

2.
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  odor stop bLaCk/broWn
Year-round active carbon insoles

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam enriched with active car-
bon, covered with a layer of breathable and absorbent cotton fab-
ric. Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents 
micro-shocks, ensuring comfort for your feet. Activated carbon 
perfectly absorbs any unpleasant odours. This type of insole is 
suitable for all types of footwear. We recommend them, especially 
in excessive foot sweating combined with a significant load on 
feet (e.g., for overweight people, standing work, walking on tough 
surfaces, or shoes with a very thin sole).

proteCt   
Year-round insoles with an antibacterial agent

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam covered with a layer of 
breathable and absorbent cotton knit fabric. Flexible and soft 
latex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents micro-shocks, en-
suring comfort for your feet. In addition, it contains SANITIZeD, 
an antibacterial and antifungal agent that effectively protects the 
feet against various skin conditions (fungi, mould, yeast, or algae) 
and effectively and long-lastingly absorbs any unpleasant odours. 
This type of insole is suitable for all types of footwear.

1. cotton fabric

2. flexible latex foam with active carbon

1. cotton fabric

2. latex foam with saniTiZed agent

1.

2.

one size
1231C

1. 2.

35/36
1245C

black
1244C

41/42
1248C

brown
1243C

45/46
1240C

39/40
1247C

43/44
1249C

37/38
1246C

one size
1241C

one size:



Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY
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  LateX
Universal scented latex foam insoles

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam covered with a layer of cot-
ton fabric.

Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents 
micro-shocks, ensuring comfort for your feet. To ensure the fresh-
ness and pleasant smell of the footwear used, it was also soaked 
in a pine aroma, reducing any unpleasant odours for a long time. 
We recommend them mainly when the feet are under heavy load 
(e.g., for overweight people, standing work, walking on tough sur-
faces, or shoes with a very thin sole). This type of insole is suit-
able for all types of footwear.

  geL 3/4
shock-absorbing thin gel insoles

Shock-absorbing gel, adhesive insoles entirely relieve the load 
from feet in high-heels. Due to special protrusions in the heel 
and midfoot, they reduce the load on the heads of the metatarsal 
bones, massage, prevent skin hardening, and support circulation 
in the feet. The insoles absorb shocks caused by walking, bring-
ing relief for midfoot pain, ensuring comfort while walking.
They help maintain the foot’s correct position, which does not slip 
in the shoe and does not tire, distributing the entire body’s load 
over the entire sole. Recommended for all types of footwear, one 
size for all women’s feet.

kokos Frotte   
Universal year-round insoles

Two-layer, year-round universal insoles made of natural, pressed 
coconut fibre covered with a layer of breathable cotton terry cloth, 
which perfectly absorbs sweat, draining it deeper into the insoles. 
Coconut fibre, due to its excellent absorption properties, signifi-
cantly reduces foot sweating, which in turn prevents abrasions 
and chafing, allowing you to keep your feet in excellent condition.

1. cotton fabric

2. pine-scented latex foam

1. cotton terry cloth

2. pressed layer of natural 
coconut fibres

one size
1221C

one size
1624C

35/36
1131C

41/42
1134C

45/46
1136C

39/40
1133C

43/44
1135C

37/38
1132C

1. 2.

1. 2.

35/36
1225C

41/42
1228C

45/46
1220C

39/40
1227C

43/44
1229C

37/38
1226C

1. gel material

1.
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haLF geL  
gel half insoles

Thin half insoles made of gel material protect against abrasions 
and chafing in the forefoot. They perfectly cushion, reduce the 
load on the phalanges and metatarsal bones, and also prevent 
the foot from slipping forward. They are recommended for open 
toe shoes and high heels.

transparent
1454C

Black
1455C

one size
1451C

1. gel material
   

1.

  haLF geL premiUm / bLaCk
gel half insoles

Thin half insoles with an increased grip made of gel material. 
They protect against abrasions and chafing in the forefoot. They 
perfectly cushion, reduce the load on the toes, and also prevent 
the foot from slipping forward.
They are recommended for open toe and enclosed shoes with 
high heels.

1. fabric

2. gel material

3. adhesive

one size:

1.
3.

2.

heeL geL  
gel heel insoles

ergonomic, transparent, gel heel insoles help reduce pressure 
and minimize the heels’ load while running or walking. It is recom-
mended especially for too deep sports footwear and shoes with 
a badly formed, too hard or too thin sole to protect the knee, hip, 
and spine joints.

for lady
1403C

for man
1404C

1. gel material

2. adhesive

1.
2.
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  heeL baCk geL  
gel heel shields

Flexible heel shields protect heels against abrasions and callus-
es. Made of transparent gel, which makes them almost invisible. 
They prevent the foot from slipping inside the shoe.
Recommended especially for shoes that are too loose and new, 
with too hard heels.

one size
1412C

one size
1453C

one size
1413C

1.

1. gel material

1. gel material

2. adhesive

1. 2.

CUshion geL  
gel cushions

Flexible and transparent gel cushions made of soft gel material.
They protect the foot’s sensitive parts from pain and chafing 
caused by wearing poorly fitting or new footwear.

1. gel material

2. adhesive

1.
2.

  straps geL
gel straps

Transparent gel straps designed for sandals and high heels. They 
prevent shoe slipping, protect feet against pressure, rubbing and 
slipping of the straps.



Year-round insoles / eVerY DAY
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one size
1452C

geL FLip FLop  
gel inserts for flip-flops

Thin flip-flop insoles made of soft gel material. They protect the 
feet’ sensitive parts, particularly the space between the toes, 
against abrasions and pressure. The soft gel ensures comfort 
when wearing flip-flops and prevents the foot from slipping in the 
shoe. Reusable, one size.

1. gel material

1.

laRGe adveRTisinG sTand

sMall adveRTisinG sTand

Advertising stands

30

93
75

16

50

38

15
,5

83

40

22
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Winter insoles / Winter



aLU  
Winter, three-layer aluminium foil insoles
Three-layer insoles made from warming non-woven fabric, flex-
ible latex foam, and aluminium foil, ensuring comfort and warmth 
for your feet even on the coldest days. The layer of non-woven 
fabric ensures optimal temperature inside the shoe, flexible latex 
foam is responsible for softness and comfort, and the bottom lay-
er of aluminium foil, due to its thermal insulation properties, pre-
vents heat from being dissipated outside. Recommended mainly 
for autumn and winter footwear and rubber boots.

poLar proFiL  
Winter orthopaedic insoles

Two-layer insoles made from warming polar fleece and flexible latex 
foam with a stabilizing element recommended for fallen transverse 
arches and flat feet.
Due to its thermal insulation properties, Polar fleece protects the feet 
against cold and ensures the right temperature, softness, and com-
fort. Latex foam with active carbon, forming the insole’s bottom, is re-
sponsible for softness and comfort. It also perfectly and long-lastingly 
absorbs all unpleasant odours. Anatomically shaped, they relieve 
bones, muscles, tendons, and joints, providing soft support for the 
foot’s two arches. They absorb static and dynamic loads occurring 
while standing and walking. They relieve pain caused by overload. 
Due to the use of the arch support pads, they favourably change the 
load distribution on forefeet. They are recommended for all types of 
footwear.

  poLar
active carbon winter insoles

Two-layer insoles made from warming polar fleece and flexible 
latex foam. They ensure the right temperature for your feet, even 
on the coldest days. Latex foam with active carbon, forming the 
insole’s bottom, is responsible for softness and comfort. It also 
perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all unpleasant odours. We 
recommend this type of insoles for all types of autumn and winter 
footwear.

35/36
1681C

41/42
1684C

45/46
1686C

39/40
1683C

43/44
1685C

37/38
1682C

1. non-woven fabric

2. latex foam

3. aluminium foil

1. polar fleece

2. latex foam

3. moulded plastic, arch support pad

1. polar fleece

2. latex foam enriched 
with activated carbon

1.

2.3.

1.

2.
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1. 2. 3.

35/36
1295C

41/42
1298C

45/46
1290C

39/40
1297C

43/44
1299C

37/38
1296C

one size
1291C

35/36
1275C

41/42
1278C

45/46
1270C

39/40
1277C

43/44
1279C

37/38
1276C

one size
1271C

Winter insoles / Winter



  aLU bLaCk   
Winter, three-layer aluminium foil insoles

Three-layer insoles made from non-woven fabric, flexible latex 
foam, and aluminium foil, ensuring comfort and warmth for your 
feet even on the coldest days. The layer of non-woven fabric en-
sures optimal temperature inside the shoe, flexible latex foam is 
responsible for softness and comfort, and the bottom layer of alu-
minium foil, due to its thermal insulation properties, prevents heat 
from being dissipated outside. Recommended mainly for autumn 
and winter footwear and rubber boots.

  FiLC / FeLt        
Winter warming insoles

Two-layer thermal insoles made of high-quality non-woven fabric 
and a rubber anti-slip layer. Felt non-woven fabric, due to its ther-
mal insulation properties, protects feet against the cold, provides 
them with the right temperature, softness, and comfort. The lower 
part of the insoles, covered with rubber protrusions, protects them 
from slipping in the shoe and balances the load on the sole en-
suring comfort while walking. We recommend this type of insoles 
primarily for autumn and winter footwear.

 

1. non-woven fabric

2. latex foam

3. aluminium foil

1. felt

2. rubber anti-slip layer

1.

3.

2.

1.

2.

35/36
1061C

41/42
1064C

45/46
1066C

39/40
1063C

43/44
1065C

37/38
1062C

one size
1274C
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aLU goLd proFiL  
moulded insole with thermal insulation/shock absorption

Three-layer insoles made of specially moulded foam, insulating 
non-woven fabric and aluminium foil. The flexible and soft foam 
has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents micro-shocks, ensuring 
comfort for your feet. The insole’s anatomical shape with a con-
toured arch of the foot helps alleviate pain caused by overload 
while walking and playing sports, absorbing static and dynamic 
loads occurring during physical activity. The insoles are recom-
mended for all types of enclosed footwear, especially trekking 
shoes and flat feet prevention.

1. polyester non-woven fabric 

2. polyethylene foam

3. aluminium foil

1. 2. 3.

35/36
1834C

41/42
1837C

45/46
1839C

39/40
1836C

43/44
1838C

37/38
1835C



  LambY    
Winter insoles made from natural sheepskin

Two-layer, warming insoles made from natural sheepskin and 
Tekson material with non-slip coating. Sheepskin keeps your feet 
warm even on the coldest days, prevents colds and joint diseas-
es. The Tekson material, covered with an additional rubber layer, 
prevents the insoles from slipping while walking and provides ad-
ditional protection against cold and moisture. We recommend this 
type of insoles for all types of autumn and winter footwear.

 

FeLt      
Winter warming insoles

Two-layer insoles are made of high-quality non-woven fabric and 
latex foam with active carbon, which perfectly absorbs all un-
pleasant odours. Due to its thermal insulation properties, the felt 
lining protects against moisture and ensures the right tempera-
ture, softness, and comfort for the feet. Simultaneously, the layer 
of flexible latex balances the load on the sole while absorbing 
micro-shocks generated while walking.

miŚ / teddY bear    
Universal winter insoles

Two-layer insoles made from wool felt and flexible latex foam, 
ensuring comfort and warmth for your feet even on the coldest 
days. The wool layer guarantees the optimal temperature inside 
the shoes, prevents colds and joint diseases. Latex foam with 
active carbon, forming the insole’s bottom, is responsible for soft-
ness and comfort. It also perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all 
unpleasant odours. Insoles recommended for all types of autumn 
and winter footwear.

 

35/36
1171C

41/42
1174C

45/46
1176C

39/40
1173C

43/44
1175C

37/38
1172C

1. natural sheepskin

2. Tekson with a non-slip layer

1. felt

2. latex foam enriched 
with activated carbon

1. wool felt

2. latex foam enriched 
with activated carbon

1.

2.

1.

2.

1.

2.

35/36
1285C

41/42
1288C

45/46
1280C

39/40
1287C

43/44
1289C

37/38
1286C

one size
1281C

one size
1261C
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6329C

29
6332C

31
6334C

34
6337C

33
6336C

28
6331C

32
6335C

35
6338C

27
6330C

30
6333C

kidsport  
moulded polyurethane foam insoles for sports footwear 
for children 

Three-layer insoles made from specially moulded foam and latex, 
covered with a layer of knit fabric. The flexible and soft foam has a 
shock-absorbing effect, prevents micro-shocks, guaranteeing com-
fort for the feet. In addition, it contains SANITIZeD, an antibacterial 
and antifungal agent that effectively protects the feet against vari-
ous skin conditions (fungi or algae) and effectively and long-lasting-
ly absorbs any unpleasant odours. The insole’s anatomical shape 
with a contoured arch of the foot helps alleviate pain caused by 
overload while walking and playing sports, absorbing static and dy-
namic loads occurring during physical activity. This type of insoles 
are suitable for all types of sports footwear and flat feet prevention.

LateX  
Universal scented latex foam insoles for children

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam covered with a layer of cot-
ton fabric.
Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents 
micro-shocks, guaranteeing comfort for your feet. To ensure the 
freshness and pleasant smell of the footwear used, it is also 
soaked with a pine aroma, which long-lastingly reduces unpleas-
ant odours. This type of insole is suitable for all types of footwear.

  LateX aromat  
Universal scented insoles for children

Two-layer insoles made of soft latex foam covered with a layer of 
cotton fabric. Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, 
prevents micro-shocks, guaranteeing comfort for your feet. To en-
sure the freshness and pleasant smell of the footwear, it was also 
soaked in lemon aroma, which long-lastingly reduces unpleasant 
odours. This type of insole is suitable for all types of footwear.

1. cotton knit fabric 50%, polyester 50%

2. latex foam with saniTiZed agent

3. polyurethane foam, latex arch support pad

1.
3.

2.

1. cotton fabric

2. pine-scented latex foam

1.

2.

1. cotton fabric

2. pine-scented latex foam

1.

2.

one size
1212C

one size
1222C

insoles for children / KiDS
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odor stop  
Year-round active carbon insoles for children

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam enriched with active car-
bon, covered with a layer of breathable and absorbent cotton fab-
ric. Flexible and soft latex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents 
micro-shocks, guaranteeing comfort for your feet.
Activated carbon perfectly absorbs any unpleasant odours. We 
recommend them, especially in excessive foot sweating com-
bined with a significant load on the feet. This type of insole is 
suitable for all types of enclosed footwear.

  aLU  
Winter, three-layer aluminium foil insoles for children

Three-layer insoles made from insulating non-woven fabric, flex-
ible latex foam, and aluminium foil, ensuring comfort and warmth 
for feet even on the coldest days. The layer of non-woven fabric 
ensures optimal temperature inside the shoe, flexible latex foam 
is responsible for softness and comfort, and the bottom layer of 
aluminium foil, due to its thermal insulation properties, prevents 
heat from being dissipated outside. Recommended mainly for au-
tumn and winter footwear and rubber boots.

  proteCt  
Year-round insoles with an antibacterial agent for chil-
dren

Two-layer insoles made of latex foam covered with a layer of 
breathable and absorbent cotton knit fabric. Flexible and soft la-
tex has a shock-absorbing effect, prevents micro-shocks, guaran-
teeing comfort for your feet. In addition, it contains SANITIZeD, 
an antibacterial and antifungal agent that effectively protects the 
feet against various skin conditions (fungi, mould, yeast, or algae) 
and effectively and long-lastingly absorbs any unpleasant odours. 
This type of insole is suitable for all types of footwear.

one size
1242C

one size
1232C

one size
1272C

1. cotton fabric

2. latex foam with saniTiZed agent

1.

2.

1. cotton fabric

2. flexible latex foam
with active carbon

1.

2.

1. non-woven fabric

2. latex foam

3. aluminium foil

1. 2. 3.



insoles for children / KiDS

aLU bLaCk  
Winter, three-layer aluminium foil insoles for children

Three-layer insoles made from insulating non-woven fabric, flex-
ible latex foam, and aluminium foil, ensuring comfort and warmth 
for feet even on the coldest days. The applied layer of non-woven 
fabric ensures optimal temperature inside the shoe. The flexible 
latex foam is responsible for softness and comfort, and the bot-
tom layer of aluminium foil, due to its thermal insulation proper-
ties, prevents heat from being dissipated outside. Recommended 
mainly for autumn and winter footwear and rubber boots.
 

poLar  
Winter insoles with activated carbon for children

Two-layer insoles made of a warming polar fleece and flexible 
latex foam, ensuring the feet’ proper temperature even on the 
coldest days.
Latex foam with active carbon, forming the insole’s bottom, is 
responsible for softness and comfort. It also perfectly and long-
lastingly absorbs all unpleasant odours. We recommend this type 
of insoles for all types of autumn and winter footwear.

  miŚ/teddY bear
Universal winter insoles for children

Two-layer insoles made from wool felt and elastic latex foam, en-
suring comfort and warmth for feet even on the coldest days. The 
wool layer guarantees the optimal temperature inside the shoes, 
prevents colds and joint diseases. Latex foam with active car-
bon, forming the insole’s bottom, is responsible for softness and 
comfort. It also perfectly and long-lastingly absorbs all unpleasant 
odours. Insoles recommended for all types of autumn and winter 
footwear.

one size
1282C

one size
1292C

1. non-woven fabric

2. latex foam

3.  aluminium foil

1.

3.

2.

one size
1273C

1. sheep wool

2. latex foam enriched
 with activated carbon

1.

2.

1. polar fleece

2. latex foam enriched
 with activated carbon

1.

2.
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Accessories and cosmetics



  aQUastop
shoe impregnant

Colourless product with impregnating properties for footwear from 
all types of leather (except varnished) and textiles. It creates an 
invisible, waterproof barrier that protects the footwear’s surface 
against rain, snow, and greasy stains. It is also used to impreg-
nate, among other clothing, leather goods, tent flysheets.

  Leather renoVator
grain leather renovator

The renovator is used for regular care of shoes and other prod-
ucts made of grain leather, including jackets, handbags, gloves. It 
masks scratches very well, refreshes the leather colour and pro-
tects against water and stains. Do not use for suede and nubuck.

shoe deo  
shoe deodorant

Due to the deodorant’s ingredients, the footwear remains protect-
ed against unpleasant odours for a long time. It ensures fresh-
ness throughout the day. It leaves no traces when it dries up. The 
product is intended for use inside the shoe.

Colourless
4121C

Colourless
4023C

250 ml

Colourless
4101C

250 ml

150 ml
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sUede & nUbUCk renoVator   
renovator for suede and nubuck

The renovator is used for regular care of shoes and other prod-
ucts made of suede and nubuck, incl. jackets, handbags, gloves. 
It masks scratches very well, refreshes the leather colour and 
protects against water and stains. Do not use on lacquered and 
textile shoes.

CLeaner      
shoe cleaning foam

The foam is used for regular cleaning of shoes, clothes and other 
products made of grain leather, suede, nubuck, synthetic materi-
als. It can also be used for textile products.

Removes dirt, cleans stains, restores the leather’s vivid colour. 
Regularly used, it maintains the original appearance of the prod-
uct for a long time.

  shoe stretCh  
shoe stretcher

Footwear stretcher for shoes made from grain leather, suede and 
nubuck. The product increases leather elasticity and its suscepti-
bility to shaping. It helps with adjusting the footwear to the shape 
of the foot. It dries up without leaving any traces inside the shoe.
 

Dark brown
4035C

Navy blue
4038C

Black
4031C

Colourless
4033C

250 ml

150 ml

Colourless
4131C

150 ml

Colourless
4111C
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  Creams & detergents
A delicate cream that does not contain chemically aggressive in-
gredients. Perfect for cleaning and nourishing delicate grain, var-
nished and crocodile leathers.
Suitable for use on shoes, handbags, car leather and furniture.

shoe poLish    
Shoe polish for the maintenance of grain leather foot-
wear.

shoe Cream  
shoe cream

It protects shoes from dirt and moisture, nourishes the 
leather, regenerates the colour, and gives shine without 
the need for polishing.
The 3 in 1 shoe cream is used for the maintenance of grain leather 
shoes. The cream protects the leather from dirt and moisture, pre-
serves and nourishes the shoe’s leather, regenerates the colour 
of the shoe, and gives the shoe a delicate shine without the need 
for polishing. The presence of natural waxes makes the leather 
soft and supple after applying the cream. The use of the product 
is straightforward due to its sponge applicator.

Black
4001C

Colourless
4003C

Brown
4002C

Black
4051C

Colourless
4053C

Light brown
4054C

Dark brown
4055C

75 ml

100 ml

Colourless
4201C

35 g
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  intensiVe White   
intensely covering white shoe polish

Polish used for maintenance of products made of delicate grain 
leather, including clothing, bags, or suitcases. It evens out and 
deepens the white colour, reducing minor damages and abra-
sions of the leather.

75 g

White
4203C



Leather grass    
Perfect grease for nourishing grain leather. Suitable for use on 
hiking, working, winter and horse-riding footwear. It perfectly pro-
tects against water and shoe drenching.

reFLeCt shiner  
Cleaning sponge with silicone

A sponge for maintenance of footwear and grain leather products 
with silicone. It creates an immediate shine, restores the leather’s 
original appearance, and protects it from moisture.

  mini reFLeCt shiner  
Cleaning sponge with silicone

A small sponge for maintenance of footwear and grain leather 
products with silicone. It creates an immediate shine, restores the 
leather’s original appearance, and protects it from moisture.

Colourless
4151C

Colourless
4152C

Black
4212C

Colourless
4211C

50 ml
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  Leather Cream
Cream for maintenance of products made of delicate grain, var-
nished and crocodile leathers, including shoes, clothes, bags, 
and furniture.

Black
4041C

Colourless
4043C

Light brown
4044C

Light grey
4063C

Beige
4047C

Dark grey
4064C

Silver
4065C

Red 
4046C

Burgundy 
4049C

Dark brown
4045C

Navy blue
4062C

50 ml



antisaLt shiner    
sponge for cleaning salt stains

Grain leather shoe care sponge perfectly removes salt stains.

It protects the leather against cracks and ageing of the leather 
surface and preserves the leather’s structure.

  nUbUk shiner
Cleaning sponge for suede, nubuck and velour

Dry shoe care sponge. It restores the original appearance, easily 
cleans from dust and mud, preserving the leather’s structure.

Colourless
4155C

Black
4158C

Colourless
4156C
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FLash sponge   
Sponge designed for applying cream polish, impregnating fat, 
and other creamy substances.

4142C

  reFLeCt bLaCk shiner 
new formula cleaning sponge with silicone and wax

A sponge with black pigment, silicone, and wax for maintenance 
of footwear and grain leather products. It creates an immediate 
shine, restores the original appearance of the leather, protects it 
from moisture.

Accessories and cosmetics



cleaninG RubbeR   
Cleaning rubber for suede and nubuck

Rubber designed to remove dirt from the surface of the footwear.

White
1471C
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  disposabLe soCks
disposable socks for trying on shoes

One size socks that ensure cleanliness and comfort when trying 
on shoes.

120 pcs
1481C

  poLisher  
natural bristles made from pig hair

  appLiCator brUsh
natural bristles made from pig hair

1464C

5 cm x 12,5 cm
1463C

5 cm x 16,5 cm
1466C

Accessories and cosmetics

sUede brUsh 
brass wire

nUbUCk brUsh   
synthetic bristles

sUede and nUbUCk brUsh  
brass wire, synthetic bristles

1461C

1462C

1465C



Accessories and cosmetics

4 pcs
1485C

  Cedar beads    
natural shoe freshener
Cedar beads contain 100% natural cedar, making them a natural 
refresher for all enclosed footwear types. They perfectly absorb 
the smell and moisture, which can easily get rid of the unpleasant 
smell.

brass shoehorns  

  pLastiC shoehorns  

metaL shoehorns  

Bezrozmiarowe
/ Безразмерные

1423C

For Lady
1421C

For Man
1422C

30 cm short
1441C

50 cm long
1442C

17 cm short
1445C

46 cm long
1446C

shoe trees       

shoe trees For boots           

15 cm short
1443C

42 cm medium
1447C

60 cm long
1444C

3333



Shoelaces

ROUND length in cm

Round white x 60
5001C

75
5101C

x x x x x x

Round black x 60
5002C

75
5102C

90
5202C

x x x x x

Round dark brown x 60
5003C

75
5103C

90
5203C

x x x x x

Round beige x 60
5004C

75
5104C

90
5204C

x 120
5403C

x x x

ROUND THICK

Round thick black x x x x 100
5304C

120
5404C

150
5504C

180
5604C

200
5704C

Round thick dark brown x x x x 100
5305C

120
5405C

150
5505C

180
5605C

200
5705C

Round thick beige x x x x x x x x x

ROUND THIN

Round thin black 45
5806C

60
5006C

75
5106C

90
5206C

x x x x x

Round thin dark brown 45
5807C

60
5007C

75
5107C

90
5207C

x x x x x

FLAT

flat white x x x 90
5208C

100
5308C

120
5408C

150
5508C

x x

flat black x x x 90
5209C

100
5309C

120
5409C

150
5509C

x x

flat red x x x 90
5245C

x 120
5445C

150
5545C

x x

flat orange x x x 90
5243C

x 120
5443C

150
5543C

x x

flat blue x x x 90
5244C

x 120
5444C

150
5544C

x x

flat yellow x x x 90
5241C

x 120
5441C

150
5541C

x x

flat green x x x 90
5242C

x 120
5442C

150
5542C

x x

WAXED THICK

waxed thick black x 60
5010C

75
5110C

90
5210C

100
5310C

120
5410C

150
5510C

x x

waxed thick dark brown x 60
5011C

75
5111C

90
5211C

100
5311C

120
5411C

150
5511C

x x

WAXED THIN

waxed thin black x 60
5012 C

75
5112C

90
5212C

100
5312C

120
5412C

150
5512C

x x

waxed thin dark brown x 60
5013C

75
5113C

90
5213C

100
5313C

120
5413C

150
5513C

x x

waxed thin beige x 60
5014C

75
5114C

90
5214C

x x x x x

waxed thin red x 60
5015C

75
5115C

90
5215C

x x x x x

waxed thin navy blue x 60
5016C

75
5116C

90
5216C

x x x x x

TREKKING ROUND 

Trekking brown yellow x x x x x 120
5432C

150
5532C

180
5632C

x

Trekking navy blue grey x x x x x 120
5433C

150
5533C

180
5633C

x

Trekking black red x x x x x 120
5431C

150
5531C

180
5631C

x

Trekking beige-black x x x 90
5234C

x 120
5434C

150
5534C

180
5634C

x

fluorescent shoelaces x x 75
5151C

90
5251C

x 120
5451C

150
5551C

x x
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We also recommend products from our medical line

Medic line
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